Patients with multiple sclerosis present with focal lesions throughout the spinal cord. There is a clinical need for non-invasive measurements of spinal cord activity and functional organization in multiple sclerosis, given the cord's critical role in the disease. Recent reports of spontaneous blood oxygenation level-dependent fluctuations in the spinal cord using functional MRI suggest that, like the brain, cord activity at rest is organized into distinct, synchronized functional networks among grey matter regions, likely related to motor and sensory systems. Previous studies looking at stimulus-evoked activity in the spinal cord of patients with multiple sclerosis have demonstrated increased levels of activation as well as a more bilateral distribution of activity compared to controls. Functional connectivity studies of brain networks in multiple sclerosis have revealed widespread alterations, which may take on a dynamic trajectory over the course of the disease, with compensatory increases in connectivity followed by decreases associated with structural damage. We build upon this literature by examining functional connectivity in the spinal cord of patients with multiple sclerosis. Using ultra-high field 7 T imaging along with processing strategies for robust spinal cord functional MRI and lesion identification, the present study assessed functional connectivity within cervical cord grey matter of patients with relapsing-remitting multiple sclerosis (n = 22) compared to a large sample of healthy controls (n = 56). Patient anatomical images were rated for lesions by three independent raters, with consensus ratings revealing 19 of 22 patients presented with lesions somewhere in the imaged volume. Linear mixed models were used to assess effects of lesion location on functional connectivity. Analysis in control subjects demonstrated a robust pattern of connectivity among ventral grey matter regions as well as a distinct network among dorsal regions. A gender effect was also observed in controls whereby females demonstrated higher ventral network connectivity. Wilcoxon rank-sum tests detected no differences in average connectivity or power of low frequency fluctuations in patients compared to controls. The presence of lesions was, however, associated with local alterations in connectivity with differential effects depending on columnar location. The patient results suggest that spinal cord functional networks are generally intact in relapsing-remitting multiple sclerosis but that lesions are associated with focal abnormalities in intrinsic connectivity. These findings are discussed in light of the current literature on spinal cord functional MRI and the potential neurological underpinnings.
Introduction Clinical background
The spinal cord is a critical structure in health and disease. Damage to the cord can lead to dysfunction of motor and/ or sensory systems, as occurs in cases of trauma involving spinal cord injury, as well as in various musculoskeletal and neurodegenerative diseases such as degenerative disc disease and multiple sclerosis. Spinal cord dysfunction may also be implicated in the absence of gross structural damage, such as in chronic pain syndrome. Given the central role of spinal cord dysfunction in these patient populations, there is an important (but largely unmet) clinical need for non-invasive measurements of cord activity and functional organization .
Functional connectivity in the spinal cord
We recently reported the presence of resting state blood oxygenation level-dependent (BOLD) correlations in the human spinal cord using ultra-high field MRI, as well as evidence that these effects are reproducible within and across human subjects (Barry et al., 2014 (Barry et al., , 2016 . Such observations have since been corroborated by several research groups using alternative acquisition, processing, and statistical methods (Kong et al., 2014; Liu et al., 2016; San Emeterio Nateras et al., 2016; Eippert et al., 2017b; Harita and Stroman, 2017; Weber et al., 2018) , as well as in non-human primate and rat spinal cord (Chen et al., 2015; Wu et al., 2018) . These studies have demonstrated that spontaneous BOLD signal fluctuations in the spinal cord are primarily characterized by ventral motor and dorsal sensory networks. The organization and spatial distribution of this activity at rest is also consistent with task-based functional MRI studies (Maieron et al., 2007; Cadotte et al., 2012; Stroman et al., 2012) . Eippert et al. (2017b) looked at resting state correlations in cervical cord grey matter at 3 T using multiple variations on their preprocessing and analysis pipelines, finding that the ventral-ventral and dorsal-dorsal horn networks were robust to variations in processing procedures, successfully replicating our findings at 7 T. However, it is important to examine how spontaneous spinal cord activity and functional connectivity is altered in disease states, particularly diseases that result in cord dysfunction.
Overall goals
In the current study, we (i) examined resting state BOLD fluctuations in the cervical spinal cord grey matter in patients with relapsing-remitting multiple sclerosis compared to a large sample of healthy controls; (ii) assessed the relationship of spinal cord connectivity measures with standard clinical measures of disability; and (iii) assessed the effects of lesions on region-to-region connectivity both locally and distant in relation to ascending/descending white matter tracts. The present study provides the first assessment of functional MRI-derived functional connectivity in the cord of a diseased population.
Structural and functional organization of the spinal cord
The spinal cord is responsible for the transmission and conduction of electrical potentials to and from the brain, the primary interface of the central and peripheral nervous systems. It is well organized and is composed of grey and white matter regions. The spinal cord grey matter is centrally located surrounded by white matter and is characterized by its 'butterfly' shape. Spinal cord white matter contains dense bundles of myelinated axons running in the rostrocaudal direction, separated into the dorsal, lateral, and ventral columns. Spinal cord grey matter can be divided into functional subunits corresponding to motor and sensory inputs, including anterior (ventral) and posterior (dorsal) horns (Cohen-Adad and Wheeler-Kingshott, 2014) .
Motor network
Descending spinal pathways originating primarily in motor cortex are responsible for voluntary motor control. Projections from contralateral cortical sites decussate (cross hemispheres) in the medulla of the brainstem and travel down the cord along ventral and lateral corticospinal tracts. Corticospinal tract axons synapse onto neurons in the ventral grey matter of the spinal cord, from which efferent fibres exit the ventral roots of the cord and innervate specific muscle groups (Purves et al., 2012; Kandel et al., 2013) .
Sensory network
Ascending spinal pathways carry somatosensory information up to the brain from a myriad of peripheral afferents, including tactile, temperature, and pain receptors in the skin as well as from muscles, joints, and visceral organs.
Mechanoreceptors and proprioceptors project onto the dorsal column medial lemniscus (DCML) pathway and are responsible for encoding information about fine touch, vibration, pressure, and position. These receptors send their first-order projections from ipsilateral dorsal root ganglia (location of sensory receptor cell bodies) to the spinal cord where the axons travel along ipsilateral dorsal column tracts and ultimately synapse onto grey matter neurons in the medulla. Alternatively, nociceptors and thermoreceptors, which encode information about pain, temperature, and coarse touch, project onto the spinothalamic pathway, which involves anterolateral white matter tracts. For spinothalamic afferents, first-order axons from ipsilateral dorsal root ganglia enter the spinal cord and then synapse onto grey matter neurons in the ipsilateral dorsal horn of the cord.
Interneurons and central pattern generators
Local connections exist within spinal cord segments that may demonstrate distinct, synchronized activity. The existence of central pattern generators (CPGs) in the spinal cord was observed over 100 years ago (Brown, 1911; McCrea and Rybak, 2008) . In the spinal cord, CPGs refer to neural computations of locomotor actions and reflexes, which are performed within the spinal cord and without specific input from higher-order brain areas. These computations are mediated by interneurons that connect local grey matter regions, allowing, for instance, sensory input to locally influence ventral motor neuron output.
Challenges in spinal cord functional MRI
While functional MRI studies of the brain have increased dramatically over the past 25 years, the detection of robust BOLD signal in the spinal cord has proved challenging (Giove et al., 2004; Stroman et al., 2014) . The cervical spinal cord is $1-1.5 cm in diameter and grey matter butterfly horns only a couple of millimetres across, and the typical spatial resolution of 2-3 mm used in brain functional MRI is inadequate for spinal cord functional MRI. Higher in-plane resolution is needed to accurately distinguish spatial properties of BOLD signals across the spinal cord and to reduce partial volume effects from nearby tissue such as white matter and CSF. Additionally, susceptibility distortions arising from single-shot echo-planar imaging (EPI), used in brain functional MRI sequences are amplified in spinal cord due to the close proximity to surrounding bones and intervertebral discs and the oesophagus and lungs. A further complication in measuring the spinal cord BOLD signal is an increased influence of physiological noise compared to the brain (Eippert et al., 2017a) . These noise sources include: cord motion, respiration and swallowing, transient B0 inhomogeneity, flow and CSF pulsation. We have developed improved acquisition and processing strategies for robust spinal cord functional MRI (Barry et al., 2011 (Barry et al., , 2013 (Barry et al., , 2014 (Barry et al., , 2016 (Barry et al., , 2018 Conrad et al., 2017) , which are used in this study and outlined in the 'Materials and methods' section.
Functional connectivity of sensorimotor networks in multiple sclerosis
Given the spinal cord's high degree of axonal connections to sensorimotor cortices, as well as reports of synchronous task-based BOLD activity in spinal cord with these brain regions, it is likely that spinal cord resting state BOLD activity is associated with sensorimotor network activity. Studies looking at functional connectivity in multiple sclerosis in the brain have demonstrated a number of abnormalities compared to healthy controls, with reports of both increased and decreased correlation among networks. Further evidence suggests that these abnormalities may be dynamic over time, with compensatory increases in connectivity occurring early in the disease and decreased connectivity with the accumulation of structural damage (Roosendaal et al., 2010; Faivre et al., 2012) . It is possible that analogous changes occur in the sensorimotor network with improvement of motor deficits in response to treatment, for example. Such improvements may manifest in and/or involve spinal cord circuits. While more work is needed, the growing body of evidence supporting widespread network alterations in multiple sclerosis suggests resting state functional MRI measures may provide useful indicators of disease pathology and progression (Rocca et al., 2012b (Rocca et al., , 2015 Filippi and Rocca, 2013; Sacco et al., 2013) . Complementary to studies of the brain, the investigation of intrinsic BOLD fluctuations and functional connectivity in the spinal cord may thus provide a more comprehensive understanding of nervous system dysfunction in multiple sclerosis. Furthermore, measures of functional connectivity in the cord may provide surrogate markers of sensorimotor deficits and aid in disease monitoring or prognosis.
Functional imaging of the spinal cord in multiple sclerosis
While we present new findings in spinal cord resting state functional MRI in patients with multiple sclerosis, several previous studies have looked at task-based functional activation of the cervical cord in multiple sclerosis in response to tactile and proprioceptive stimulation of the hand or wrist (Agosta et al., 2008a (Agosta et al., , b, 2009 Valsasina et al., 2010 Valsasina et al., , 2012 . This body of work has shown that patients with multiple sclerosis demonstrate increased activation of the cervical cord compared to control subjects, as well as a more bilateral response in the context of ipsilateral stimulation. We may expect over-recruitment of bilateral networks in a task-paradigm to manifest as increased connectivity in a resting state, and therefore predicted that patients with multiple sclerosis would demonstrate an overall increase in connectivity between bilateral region pairs in comparison to controls. Importantly, abnormalities detected via spinal cord functional MRI may relate to clinical measures in multiple sclerosis. One study looking at the relationship of fatigue in patients with multiple sclerosis with cord activity in response to palm stimulation found increased activation in patients with low fatigue scores as compared to controls (Rocca et al., 2012a) . Interestingly, a second group of patients with high fatigue scores showed reduced activation compared to those with low fatigue, and instead demonstrated a more diffuse pattern of activity compared to controls. Similar to findings in the brain in multiple sclerosis, it is possible that abnormal functional activity in the cord may follow a dynamic trajectory of early compensation followed by decreased recruitment in later stages concomitant with increasing disability and structural damage.
In addition to assessing global abnormalities in spinal cord functional connectivity in multiple sclerosis, a primary aim of the present study was to assess the effects of spinal cord lesion location in multiple sclerosis on functional connectivity among grey matter regions of the cervical cord. Dula et al. (2016) recently showed that 50% more lesions were detectable with 7 T imaging compared to 3 T using similar scan times in the same group of patients. The present study takes advantage of this increased sensitivity to lesions through the use of 7 T imaging. In regards to prior work on spinal cord connectivity and sites of local damage such as with multiple sclerosis lesions, a study by Chen et al. (2015) looked at functional connectivity in the cervical cord of anaesthetized squirrel monkeys before and after introducing a unilateral dorsal lesion in the context of a spinal cord injury model. Connectivity was reduced within the slice of the lesion as well as slices below the lesion involving ipsilateral ventral and dorsal horns, whereas connectivity above the lesion and in contralateral horns was largely unaffected. These results demonstrate that focal lesions in the cord may have both local (intrasegmental) as well as distal (intersegmental) effects on spontaneous fluctuations in spinal grey matter activity. Recovery of disrupted connectivity towards pre-injury levels was observed in a time period of 7-24 weeks after lesioning. This suggests that reorganization of spinal circuitry occurs in response to damage and that monitoring of resting state connectivity may serve as a useful clinical indicator of functional integrity. It is important to note that lesions in the spinal cord are less well studied than those in the brain, largely due to limitations in the spatial resolution of MRI at clinical field strengths. Some work has shown that specific lesion locations, such as within the corticospinal tracts and motor network in general, are more predictive of disease progression (Bodini et al., 2011) , providing further motivation for assessments of spinal cord lesions and their impact on functional integrity.
Materials and methods

Subjects and image acquisition
All subjects provided signed, informed consent prior to inclusion in the study in accordance with the local institutional review board. Patients with relapsing-remitting multiple sclerosis (n = 22) were recruited in collaboration with the Vanderbilt Multiple Sclerosis Center as part of a multi-modal 7 T MRI study. Healthy volunteers (n = 56) were also recruited and the first resting state run was used for analysis if two were acquired. Subject demographics for our patient and control groups are provided in Table 1 . An expanded set of clinical variables and symptoms for each patient is provided in Supplementary Table 1. All imaging was performed on a Philips Achieva 7 T scanner using a cervical spine coil (Nova Medical Inc.) with quadrature transmit and a 16-channel receive array. Foam padding was used in positioning subjects on the coil such that the cervical spine was straight but comfortable. Subjects were instructed to lie still throughout the scan. Physiological monitoring was performed for all subjects and involved recording from a pulse oximeter placed on a finger and respiration bellow placed on the abdomen.
For each subject, a high resolution sagittal T 2 -weighted image was initially acquired and used to plan axial imaging such that the axial slice stack was centred on the C3-C4 vertebral disc and perpendicular to the spinal cord. Curvature of the cervical spine was sometimes not fully mitigated by padding and thus an orthogonal slice placement was not possible. In such cases, slice angulation was planned such that the middle slices were perpendicular to the cord at the C3-C4 vertebral level.
Prior to functional imaging, a T 2 *-weighted anatomical volume was acquired with the same axial slice geometry as the functional scan and the following parameters: field of view = 160 Â 160 mm , sensitivity encoding (SENSE) (Pruessmann et al., 1999) reduction factor = 2.0 (right-left), number of acquisitions = 8, total acquisition time = 5 min and 22 s. The anatomical images provided high resolution detail of the cord, including grey matter, white matter, and CSF boundaries, and were used to delineate structures of interest for functional data processing. Additionally, the T 2 *-weighted anatomical images were used for lesion ratings in patients. For functional imaging, a T 2 *-weighted resting state functional MRI scan with 150 dynamics was acquired, using a 3D multishot gradient echo sequence with the following parameters: field of view = 160 Â 160 mm , echo train length (number of k-space lines acquired per shot) = 9, SENSE reduction factor = 1.56 (anterior-posterior), volume acquisition time = 3.34 s (278 ms/slice), number of volumes = 150 (after 10 'dummy' scans), total scan time $9 min.
Preprocessing was the same for each subject and followed a pipeline previously described in detail (Barry et al., 2016) , involving motion correction, physiological signal de-noising, white matter and CSF signal regression, and bandpass filtering from 0.01-0.13 Hz (Cox, 1996; Glover et al., 2000) . See the online Supplementary material for more information on these procedures.
Region of interest correlation analysis
The grey matter masks were divided into four quadrants (regions of interest) ( Fig. 1) representing the ventral and dorsal horns, excluding the central grey matter commissure and central canal. The grey matter regions of interest were then morphologically eroded to remove the outermost layer of interpolated voxels, minimizing partial volume effects from white matter. The mean signal time course across all voxels within each region of interest was extracted. Pearson correlation coefficients were computed for each of the six region of interest pairs within each slice. The correlation coefficients were transformed to z-scores using a Fisher transformation:
, where dof is the estimated degrees of freedom after correction for first-order autocorrelation (Rogers and Gore, 2008) and z represents the distance from zero correlation in units of standard deviation for each region of interest pair. Note that while we have explored the use of partial correlations in previous work (i.e. including as nuisance variables the time series from the regions of interest opposite to the pair being correlated), we chose to analyse these data with full correlations to simplify interpretation of the results.
Lesion ratings
Lesion ratings were independently conducted by three raters (B.N.C., S.M., and A.B.) who were blind to patient clinical information during the rating process. Control images of the spinal cord were also provided to the raters to determine the normal signal intensity of the axial T 2 *-weighted images, e.g. hyperintensities present in healthy white matter, in an effort to eliminate false-positive lesion identification in the patient data. For every slice (264 total slices across all patients), raters determined whether a lesion was present in each of the four white matter columns: ventral, dorsal, left lateral, and/or right lateral, yielding a total of 1056 possible lesion locations. Raters also had the option to not rate an entire slice if an artefact interfered with lesion demarcation. After independent ratings were completed, a consensus meeting was held in which slices were reassessed in the presence of all three raters. Discrepancies in the original ratings were reviewed and a final rating was agreed upon in each instance.
Statistical analyses
Group differences of connectivity values in patients compared to controls were assessed with two-tailed Wilcoxon rank-sum tests, performed using the mean connectivity value across all 12 slices for each subject. To assess the effect of lesions on slicewise connectivity values, we used linear mixed effects models in which the region of interest pair connectivity z-scores were the dependent variables. A random effect of subject was included (since connectivity values were generally higher in some subjects compared to others), and then fixed effects of subject group (control versus patient), age, gender, median slicewise temporal signal-to-noise ratio (TSNR) in grey matter, and the four binary lesion location variables (controls with all zeros). Additional analyses (not shown) including handedness as a covariate showed no significant main effects of handedness and did not appreciably affect the results presented herein. Fig. 2B and C. There were no significant differences in V-V connectivity across vertebral levels. D-D connectivity for slices within C5 were significantly higher than the other levels obtained in our slice stack using two-tailed Wilcoxon rank-sum tests. In Fig. 2D , Z-scores for the V-V pairing in controls are grouped by gender and plotted for each subject, ordered according to subject median values. The dotted lines indicate the median z-score across all slices for each gender. Females had significantly higher V-V functional connectivity compared to males (for more on this gender effect, see the Supplementary material). Additionally, Fig. 2D demonstrates the subject-level dependence of connectivity values, motivating the linear mixed effects modelling undertaken in subsequent analyses where a random effect of subject was taken into account.
Results
Connectivity in controls
Power spectra in patients and controls
In Fig. 2E , mean power spectra for all grey matter voxels were estimated for each subject and averaged across the group for both controls (red/orange) and patients (blue), as well as an age-and gender-matched subset of the control group (12 females/10 males, mean age = 38.2 AE 10.2 years) (cyan). For this analysis, a 251-point fast Fourier transform was performed for each region of interest timecourse, yielding 100 points within the frequency range of interest (i.e. range used in bandpass filtering, 0.01-0.13 Hz). To test for differences within specific frequency bands, the range of interest was divided into 10 frequency bins with 10 points per subject. The values within each bin were averaged for each subject and Wilcoxon rank-sum tests were performed to look for group differences. No frequency bin was significantly different between the patients and either of the control groups. The qualitative increase in spectral power observed in the patient group in Fig. 2E is thus likely reflective of outliers rather than a true group difference. The spike in power observed in all groups at approximately 0.075 Hz is characteristic of a low frequency oscillation observed in brain resting state studies (Kiviniemi et al., 2005; Tong et al., 2011) . It has been suggested that these spontaneous fluctuations in BOLD signal are reflective of vasomotor oscillations in arterial blood pressure/ flow, e.g. Mayer-waves or C-waves (Katura et al., 2006) . Fluctuations around the observed 0.075 Hz peak survived in grey matter after white matter denoising ( Supplementary  Fig. 1 ) suggesting this frequency range is related to grey matter neuronal activity. However, our white matter denoising approach does not constitute a complete suppression of signals from white matter (and surrounding spinal cord vasculature), and thus we cannot rule out the possibility that the peak at 0.075 Hz represents residual physiological noise, such as from vasomotor oscillations. There is ongoing debate about the neuronal origin of resting state BOLD fluctuations in the brain, with a recent paper suggesting that spontaneous vasomotion in the range of $0.1 Hz tracks the envelope of gamma-band electrical activity in the cortex (Mateo et al., 2017) , while another Boxplots indicators are the same as in A. Two-tailed Wilcoxon rank-sum tests were performed, *P 5 0.05, **P 5 0.01. (D) Boxplots of z-scores for V-V in each of the 56 control subjects (12 slices/z-scores per subject), grouped by gender and ordered according to median z-score (lowest to highest within the group). The median z-score for each subject is indicated by a dark midline and boxes indicate the 25-75% quartile ranges. Whiskers extend to the most extreme z-scores not considered outliers and outliers are indicated with a black dot. Red and orange dotted lines indicate the median z-score across all males and females, respectively. (E) Group average power, after bandpass filtering. Each subject's mean power estimated across all grey matter voxels. Wilcoxon rank-sum tests detected no significant differences between groups after division of the spectrum into 10 frequency bins. (F) Boxplots of mean z-scores for each region of interest pairing in controls (n = 56) and patients (n = 22). Subjects contributed a single mean z-score across 12 slices for each region of interest pair. Boxplots indicators are the same as previously described for D. Two-tailed Wilcoxon rank-sum tests detected no significant differences between control and patients; however, there was a trend towards decreased D-D as well as RV-LD connectivity in patients (P = 0.097 and P = 0.095, respectively).
suggests that resting state BOLD fluctuations are influenced by unrelated haemodynamic processes and only weakly correlate with neural activity (Winder et al., 2017) . Future research is required to further investigate the source of spinal cord BOLD signals and their potential neuronal origins, such as via intraspinal electrical recording. Further analyses assessing the contribution of narrower frequency bands to our functional connectivity metrics are provided in Supplementary Fig. 2 .
Comparison of functional connectivity in patients to controls
To look for differences in functional connectivity between patient and control groups, the mean z-score across 12 slices for each subject/region of interest pairing was first computed (Fig. 2F ). Tests of difference were conducted on the mean values using two-tailed Wilcoxon rank-sum tests for each region of interest pairing. There were no significant differences in z-scores between subject groups for any of the region of interest pairs, although a trend towards decreased D-D as well as RV-LD connectivity was observed in patients (P = 0.097 and P = 0.095, respectively). While the rank-sum tests served as a first pass for looking at group differences in the raw connectivity values, they did not control for other variables such as the significant difference in age between the patient and control groups or potential gender effects, as is demonstrated in Fig. 2D . To further assess group differences while controlling for other variables, linear models were fit using multiple regression. Four predictor variables were included in Figure 3 Lesion ratings. Patient lesion ratings were conducted by three independent raters and involved determination for each slice whether a lesion was present in ventral, dorsal, left lateral, and/or right lateral column of the spinal cord white matter. Final consensus ratings were determined and are depicted for each subject. Example slices, which were rated as containing a lesion, are provided. The straightened spinal cord and representative cervical slice images to the right were adapted from recently developed spinal cord templates included in the Spinal Cord Toolbox software package (Fonov et al., 2014; De Leener et al., 2017 .
each model, group (Control/Patient), age, gender (M/F), and TSNR (calculated after white matter denoising but prior to bandpass filtering). The main effect of each variable in predicting the average region of interest pair z-score over 12 slices is depicted in Supplementary Fig. 4 along with the confidence intervals for these values. None of the region of interest pairings demonstrated a significant main effect of group. One challenge in interpreting these results is that our patient sample was significantly older, potentially conflating effects of disease and normal ageing, for instance in the D-D connectivity. Finally, we assessed correlations between clinical measures of disability and average connectivity for each region of interest pairing in the patient group. We found that no disability measure [i.e. Expanded Disability Status Scale (EDSS), disease duration, and timed 25-foot walk test] was significantly directly correlated with mean connectivity strength in patients ( Supplementary Fig. 3 ). When controlling for nuisance variables (i.e. age, gender, and TSNR), however, we found modest positive associations of EDSS and 25-foot walk times with D-D connectivity, as well a positive association between 25-foot walk times and V-V connectivity ( Supplementary Fig. 5 ). These findings indicate that increasing disability is related to increased bilateral connectivity, and it is possible that this reflects a compensatory mechanism among bilateral spinal cord networks. However, these observations should be considered preliminary and more work with a larger sample size is necessary to confirm this finding.
Lesion ratings analysis
To assess the level of agreement between the three independent raters, we looked at the per cent agreement across all possible lesions locations (i.e. lesion present or not) in which both raters provided a rating (note that raters had the option to not rate an entire slice due to artefact). Between each pair of raters, the per cent agreement was 90.7% (1028 total locations), 88.2% (952 total locations), and 91.4% (940 total locations), respectively. Following this analysis, a consensus meeting was held in which the discrepancies were reviewed and final ratings were agreed upon. In five slices (out of 264, $2%), a rating was not assigned because of artefacts. Of the possible 1036 locations considered for the final analysis, 265 locations were rated as containing a lesion. Overall, 19 of 22 patients presented with a lesion somewhere within the imaged volume. The final consensus lesion ratings were taken as the ground truth for subsequent analyses and are visually depicted in Fig. 3 .
Local effects of lesions on functional connectivity
To assess the effect of lesions on connectivity within a slice (local), linear mixed effects models were fit individually for each of the region of interest pairings, with the slicewise connectivity z-score as the outcome variable, a random effect of subject, and the remaining variables as fixed effects. Control data were included in these models, with lesion values at zero. The relevant statistical results for the six models are provided in Table 2 , and the full statistical data including parameter estimates for nuisance variables are provided in Supplementary Table 2 . Effect sizes and polarity of the estimate (whether positive or negative) for each lesion location are visually depicted in Fig. 4 . Ventral column lesions demonstrated a significant negative association with local V-V connectivity such that the presence of a ventral lesion was associated with decreased V-V connectivity after controlling for all other effects, including the effects of lesions in other locations. In the D-D model, the presence of a left lateral lesion demonstrated a significant positive association with D-D connectivity. Additionally, higher RV-RD connectivity was associated with the presence of right lateral lesions and higher LV-RD connectivity was associated with dorsal column lesions. 
Distal effects of lesions on functional connectivity
To assess the effect of lesions on connectivity above and below the lesion, we first classified lesions as occurring in ascending and/or descending white matter tracts (see schematic in Fig. 5 ). Dorsal column lesions were classified as ascending tract lesions. Ventral column lesions were classified as descending tract lesions. Since both ascending and descending tracts are found in the lateral columns, these lesions were counted for both classes. Our anatomical imaging was not of sufficient resolution to confidently distinguish lesions within specific lateral column tracts. Furthermore, many of the lateral lesions encompassed large areas of the column, thus likely affecting both ascending and descending tracts (see lesion examples in Fig. 3 ). Slices were then assigned a value of 1 if they occurred either above an ascending tract lesion or below a descending tract lesion. Linear mixed effects models were then individually fit for each of the region of interest pairs and the relevant results are provided in Table 3 . The full statistical results including parameter estimates for nuisance variables are provided in Supplementary Table 3 . A visual depiction of the effect sizes for lesion location are displayed in Fig. 5 .
Though not significant at P 5 0.05, a modest negative effect was observed for V-V connectivity in slices below a descending tract lesion after controlling for other variables (P = 0.131). LD-RV connectivity in slices below a descending tract lesion was significantly decreased (P = 0.011). Within the same model, an increase in LD-RV connectivity in slices above an ascending tract lesion approached significance (P = 0.057).
Discussion
The present study provides the first assessment of functional MRI-derived functional connectivity in the cord of a diseased population. This builds upon recent reports of intrinsic resting state BOLD activity and correlation in the healthy human spinal cord. Spinal cord functional MRI presents unique challenges, such as requiring higher resolution than studies in the brain due to the small structures of interest. We took advantage of ultra-high field 7 T imaging, which provides increased BOLD contrast as well as increased sensitivity in the detection of multiple sclerosis lesions. Our previous work provided a methodological framework for the measurement of functional connectivity in patients, including a 3D-multishot functional MRI sequence, which reduced susceptibility distortions and an optimized preprocessing and denoising pipeline. The sample of healthy controls considered in this analysis represents the largest described in the spinal cord functional MRI literature to date and further supports the existence of distinct and robust functional networks within human cervical cord grey matter. In both patients and controls, the strongest correlations were observed among bilateral ventral grey matter regions, followed by those among dorsal grey matter regions. Importantly, while more research is needed to confirm the neuronal origin of spinal cord BOLD signals, our work suggests spinal cord networks are detectable in the absence of a particular task or stimulation, making the acquisition and translation of these measures more feasible for future clinical application. We found no significant differences in mean connectivity between multiple sclerosis patients and controls at the group level (Fig. 2F) , but did detect both decreased and Visual representation of effect sizes for lesion presence (ventral, dorsal, left lateral, and right lateral column) in relation to region of interest pair z-score. Effect size estimates came from independent linear mixed-effects models of slicewise region of interest pair connectivity strength (z-scores), and are reported in Table 2 . In each model, a random effect of subject was included, along with fixed effects of group, age, gender, and median slicewise temporal signalto-noise ratio in grey matter. Red and blue circles indicate positive and negative effect estimates, respectively, are proportional to the magnitude of the effect size, and are located in the column, which they represent. All patient (n = 22) and control (n = 56) data were included in the models, with each subject contributing 12 slicewise values (thus a total of 936 values for each variable, with repeated measures for subject, group, age, and gender). For all slices, controls received zeros for lesion values. Full statistical results are provided in Supplementary Table 2 . Note that all lesion variables were included in the same model, such that the estimates provided are the independent effect of a lesion within the column on connectivity after accounting for all other effects, including lesions in other columns. Green lines/circles indicate the region of interest pair assessed in the model. Red boxes in table indicate P-values 5 0.05. Lower/Upper = lower and upper bounds of confidence interval. FC = functional connectivity.
increased connectivity among grey matter regions in relation to local multiple sclerosis lesions (Fig. 4 and Table 2 ). For instance, we found a significant decrease in V-V connectivity in the presence of ventral column lesions, suggesting that damage to the ventral column white matter may be particularly detrimental to motor network synchronization within the spinal cord. It is possible that ventral column lesions characterize a direct disconnection between intrasegmental ventral grey matter circuits.
For other region pairs in which we found increased connectivity near lesion sites (D-D with L lesion, RV-RD with R lesion and trend with D lesion, and LV-RD with D lesion) one hypothesis is that increased connectivity in the presence of lesions and/or axonal loss (Kearney et al., 2015) reflects a compensatory mechanism within local grey matter circuits. One study by Agosta et al. (2008b) found that there was increased bilateral recruitment of grey matter regions in patients with multiple sclerosis in response to stimulation, and that an increased signal change to proprioceptive stimulation was associated with reduced fractional anisotropy in the cord, suggesting that increasing white matter damage is related to a compensatory increase in activity and/or metabolic demand in functioning grey matter. Furthermore, the present findings are in-line with converging evidence of compensatory increases in brain connectivity in relapsing-remitting multiple sclerosis in sensorimotor network as well as other resting state networks, particularly those showing increased connectivity with increased structural damage. For instance, a study using resting functional MRI and diffusion tensor imaging in minimally disabled relapsing-remitting patients compared to controls found that regions of the default mode network were functionally overconnected while structurally disconnected, due to damage in long-range white matter tracts, suggesting a compensatory mechanism of a network, albeit at a more global scale (Zhou et al., 2014) . Our findings of increased local connectivity for some region pairs/lesion sites may too reflect a compensatory effect of white matter damage.
Though not mutually exclusive, an alternative mechanism has been proposed to explain overactivation and increased bilateral recruitment of cervical cord grey matter in multiple sclerosis, which involves a disruption of inhibitory spinal interneurons, such that there is failure to inhibit a widespread network of primary spinal neurons. Histopathological assessment of multiple sclerosis spinal cord tissue has demonstrated both a reduced number and decreased cell size of interneurons in the upper cervical levels compared to control tissue (Gilmore et al., 2009 ). An abnormal increase in the intrinsic coactivation (i.e. connectivity) of grey matter in a resting state may also be reflective of interneuron dysfunction. If so, our findings may indicate interneuron effects on intrinsic activity are most pronounced near lesion sites. While further work is necessary to distinguish between these hypotheses, our findings suggest that the functional consequences of multiple sclerosis cord lesions as measured through fluctuations in grey matter BOLD signals, such as Visual representation of effect sizes for distal presence of lesion in relation to region of interest pair z-score. Effect size estimates came from independent linear mixed-effects models of slicewise region of interest pair connectivity strength (z-scores), and are reported in Table 3 . In each model, a random effect of subject was included, along with fixed effects of group, age, gender, and median slicewise temporal signal-to-noise ratio in grey matter. Red and blue arrows indicate positive and negative effect estimates, respectively, are proportional to the magnitude of the effect size, and are located in the regions which they represent. Slices were rated as containing a descending tract lesion if a lesion was present in at least one of the ventral, left lateral, or right lateral tracts; and a descending tract lesion if a lesion was present in at least one of the dorsal, left lateral, or right lateral tracts. Based on this classification, two independent variables were constructed in which slices were assigned a binary value indicating whether they did (1) or did not (0) occur (i) above (superior to) an ascending tract lesion ('Above' variable in Table 3 , upward facing arrows in figure) ; and (ii) below (inferior to) a descending tract lesion ('Below' variable in Table, downward facing arrows in figure) . Slices could receive only binary classifications of 1 or 0 for the Above and Below variables and thus were not additive, for instance in cases where a slice was above multiple ascending tract lesions. All patient (n = 22) and control (n = 56) data were included the models, with each subject contributing 12 slicewise values (thus a total of 936 values for each variable, with repeated measures for subject, group, age, and gender). For all slices, controls received zeros for Above and Below values. Full statistical results are provided in Supplementary Table 3 . Note that the Above and Below variables were included in the same model, such that the estimates provided are the independent effect of a slice occurring above an ascending tract lesion after accounting for all other effects, including the slice occurring below a descending tract lesion. Green lines/circles indicate the region of interest pair assessed in the model. Red boxes indicate P-values 5 0.05. Lower/Upper = lower and upper bounds of confidence interval.
from compensatory mechanisms and/or interneuron abnormalities, are detectable even at rest.
Given the connectivity strength was relatively low between ipsilateral (LV-LD and RV-RD) and diagonal (LV-RD and RV-LD) region of interest pairs as compared to V-V and D-D ( Fig. 2A) , caution should be taken in interpreting significant effects involving these pairs (i.e. Table 2 , RV-RD/R lesion, LV-RD/D lesion, and Table 3 , LD-RV/Below). It may be, however, that synchronous activity between ipsilateral and diagonal grey matter horns occurs in relatively transient intervals at rest, such that the static connectivity over the entire imaging run is low overall. If so, significant effects involving dorsal-ventral horn connectivity may be indicative of relevant physiological processes. Future work using dynamic connectivity analyses, for instance, may shed light on the degree of transient synchrony between ipsilateral and diagonal regions of grey matter in the cord.
In terms of the distal effects of lesions on connectivity, a trend was observed in which V-V connectivity was decreased when slices were below a lesion within a descending tract (Fig. 5 , P = 0.131). Given ventral grey matter is largely composed of motor neurons that receive input from descending corticospinal axons, it seems reasonable that lesions within these tracts disrupt synchronization of motor neuron populations below the site of pathology. Furthermore, our findings of local and distal effects of structural damage on V-V connectivity are in agreement with the spinal cord injury study by Chen et al. (2015) , which showed decreased connectivity within and below the site of injury, but not above. It is important to note, however, that the pathophysiological course of acute spinal cord injury and its subsequent effects on functional connectivity are likely to be qualitatively different from that of demyelinating lesions in multiple sclerosis. The cellular and biochemical cascades accompanied by, for example, gross inflammation and/or breakdown of blood-spinal cord barrier in response to acute injury may have more generalized effects on cord function inferior to injury whereas multiple sclerosis lesion effects, especially during periods of remission, may be more tract-specific (Hausmann, 2003) . Nevertheless, the prospects for non-invasive measurement of cord functional connectivity in spinal cord injury and multiple sclerosis patient populations provide an interesting avenue of research for understanding both similarities and differences among dysfunctional cord pathologies.
There was a general lack of group level differences in mean functional connectivity metrics between patients with multiple sclerosis and healthy controls (Fig. 2F) , especially after controlling for confounding factors ( Supplementary Fig. 4 ). On one hand, it is perhaps encouraging that our connectivity measures are stable across groups and region of interest pairs. However, there are several reasons we may have failed to detect a group difference in mean connectivity values. Our patient sample was relatively heterogeneous in terms of lesion load, clinical disability, and disease duration. This could have potentially conflated early disease stage compensatory increases in connectivity with later stage decreases across the patient group, such that any differences compared to controls were washed out. It is also possible that disease effects could not be teased apart from age effects in our statistical models, given our patient sample was older than controls. Another possibility is that intrinsic spinal cord activity is affected at more acute time windows in relapsing-remitting multiple sclerosis, such as during a relapse phase, and recovers to more normal levels in remitting phases. This would be in-line with both Droby et al. (2016) and Chen et al. (2015) , who observed normalization of functional connectivity within several months after acute lesion appearance in the brain and induced injury in cord, respectively. In contrast, the observations from functional MRI activation studies in multiple sclerosis seem somewhat counter to the present findings, where group-level overactivation effects were observed even in relapsing-remitting cohorts. It is important to note that activation in response to a stimulus is not necessarily related to functional connectivity strength, which is instead a measure of the relative synchrony of activity between two regions over time. While functional connectivity patterns at rest are largely analogous to those observed in overt task-based activation studies, resting state networks in the brain are found to be more bilateral in nature. Our results demonstrating distinct, bilateral connectivity between ventral grey matter and between dorsal grey matter in the cord corroborate the general finding of symmetrical networks in the brain. A final caveat to be considered in interpretation of this work as compared to the aforementioned studies of cord activation in multiple sclerosis is that all of these previous studies were performed on 1.5 T scanners and used spin echo functional MRI acquisitions, which are much less sensitive to traditional T 2 *-weighted BOLD effects and instead are suggested to measure a related, but alternative phenomenon termed SEEP (signal enhancement by extravascular protons) (Stroman et al., 2002 (Stroman et al., , 2003 . While the benefits of SEEP functional MRI in the spinal cord have been described (Stroman et al., 2005 , this contrast mechanism still remains controversial among the wider functional MRI community in its ability to measure effects specific to neuronal activation (Jochimsen et al., 2005; Bouwman et al., 2008; Summers and Brooks, 2014) . More recent work looking at stimulus-evoked activity and resting state fluctuations in cord, including the present study, have largely transitioned to the employment of BOLD-sensitive acquisitions. Going forward, it will be important to confirm the findings of multiple sclerosis-related overactivation in response to stimulation using BOLD functional MRI.
Limitations
The present study provides a novel assessment of spinal cord functional connectivity in patients with multiple sclerosis compared to healthy controls, including observations of differential effects of column-specific lesion location on synchronous intrinsic BOLD fluctuations in cervical cord grey matter, and there are a number of limitations to consider in interpreting this work (for a more thorough discussion of some of these limitations, please see the Supplementary material): (i) our rating strategy only provided a coarse identification of lesion location, at the level of columns. Damage to tracts, which are known to specifically innervate cervical cord grey matter (e.g. lateral corticospinal tract), may have more robust effects on connectivity of these regions; (ii) while we took a region of interest-based approach dividing spinal cord grey matter into four horns, connectivity in the cord may be divisible into smaller subnetworks and could benefit from analyses using smaller regions of interest or spatial independent component analysis, which looks for patterns at the voxel level (Kong et al., 2014) ; (iii) grey matter lesions exist in the spinal cord in multiple sclerosis (Gilmore et al., 2009) , as has been appreciated in the brain (Calabrese et al., 2013; Harrison et al., 2015) . Future studies should adopt imaging strategies to distinguish healthy and lesioned grey matter in the spinal cord, as this damage may influence connectivity measures (Nelson et al., 2008; De Graaf et al., 2012; Sinnecker et al., 2012) ; (iv) an important limitation is that, while we looked at the effects of relatively local cervical lesions, structural damage located outside of our imaged volume could have influenced connectivity of the cervical regions analysed in this study. Brain lesions affecting corticospinal tracts, for instance, may modulate spontaneous ventral horn activity or connectivity. With the cervical spine RF-coil used in this study, we were not able to acquire whole-brain images to assess brain lesion burden or location. Future work is needed to understand how brain lesions influence spinal cord function in multiple sclerosis, and a more comprehensive assessment of CNS abnormalities (e.g. inclusion of whole-brain imaging) will be necessary to distinguish upstream/downstream contributions to spinal cord connectivity patterns; (v) it is possible that muscle relaxants and/or sedative drugs such as baclofen or benzodiazepine, which are commonly used to treat patients with spinal cord disorders, have an effect on spinal cord network connectivity. In our patient sample, 7 of 22 subjects were prescribed one of these medications (Supplementary Table 1 ). We assessed the effect of these medications on mean connectivity and found no significant associations with any region of interest pairings ( Supplementary Fig. 5 ). However, future work with a larger sample size is necessary to confirm this observation and researchers may consider use of these medications as exclusion criteria; and (vi) a final limitation concerns the current practicality of acquiring spinal functional connectivity measurements in a clinical setting, given the relatively complex image processing pipeline used here, which requires some expertise as well as use of a 7 T MRI machine, which are still not widely available. The spinal cord MRI community continues to grow, and along with it is continued development of more user-friendly processing software, similar to what is available for brain imaging. The Spinal Cord Toolbox provides the first comprehensive software package for the processing of spinal cord MRI data, including functional MRI analyses (De Leener et al., 2017) . Strategies for robust automatic segmentation of the spinal cord have recently been described as well, which reduce processing time and provide further promise for future clinical application (Asman et al., 2014; De Leener et al., 2016; Prados et al., 2016 Prados et al., , 2017 Xu et al., 2016) . Regarding 7 T MRI, 510(k) approval for the Siemens 7 T Magnetom Terra system was recently announced by the US Food and Drug Administration, and it is anticipated that this announcement will, in time, facilitate more widespread adoption of 7 T MRI. Nevertheless, several groups have now shown spinal cord functional connectivity is observable at 3 T (e.g. Eippert et al., 2017b; Harita and Stroman, 2017; Weber et al., 2018) , suggesting these measures can feasibly be acquired on current clinical scanners.
